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Home.
Ours was once a planet called Cybertron. Until 

the War brought its destruction and made exiles of 
us all.

The lone hope for our race lay with the recovery 
of the AllSpark. All-knowing, all-seeing, it was 
the keeper of our history. It held the secrets of our 
kind. But with its destruction, only fragments now 
remain.

I am Optimus Prime, leader of the Autobots. 
We take shelter on this Earth in hiding, awaiting the 
arrival of more Autobot allies. But in our quest to 
defend the humans, a deeper revelation dawns.

Our worlds have met before.
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EARTH—17,000 B.C.

Thin, wispy① clouds touched the tops of distant 
mountains as dawn began to break.

A group of hunters crept through tall grass, 
each of them carrying a spear. Their prey—an 
enormous tiger—lay ahead of them, unaware of 
their presence.

Suddenly a gigantic② metal foot slammed down 
right in front of them. The hunters screamed and 
scrambled backward, looking up at the enormous 
metal monster that towered above them. The 
hunters didn’t know that what they saw was a 
Transformer from the planet Cybertron. They had 
no idea that the alien’s angular, crowned face was 
the symbol for the group of Transformers known 
as Decepticons. And they would never know that 
the Decepticon staring down at them was known 
as The Fallen.

① wispy  adj. 像小束状的 ② gigantic  adj. 巨大的
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The men fell to their knees, terrif ied, as the 
tiger sprinted away. The Fallen picked up one of the 
men but soon dropped him in disgust. He seemed 
repulsed ① that the hunter was alive. Turning away, 
The Fallen ignored the men completely and headed 
for the nearby canyon.

The hunters helped their companion to his 
feet and followed the gigantic metal creature. 
What they saw at the canyon’s edge amazed them. 
Dozens more of the enormous beings moved 
about on the canyon f loor. From the center of the 
canyon rose a gleaming metal spire, thousands of 
times higher than any structure the men had ever 
seen.

① repulse  v. 拒绝；憎恶
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The night air f illed with the screech of tires 
and the sound of men’s voices shouting.

The Chinese police cordoned off ① one of the 
older sections of the city; they were reasonably 
sure everyone had been evacuated.

Closer to the water’s edge, next to a huge 
building lined on one side with loading docks, 
a black eighteen-wheeler rumbled by, moving 
fast. Its rear door dropped open, and a group of 
Hummers raced out, each one f illed with men 

① cordon off 布置警戒线戒严，封锁

CHAPTER

SHANGHAI—PRESENT DAY
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in full hazmat suits①. The men carried high-tech 
weaponry and state-of-the-art search-and-seek 
equipment. Blinking sensors and small, bright 
computer screens f illed the interior of each vehicle 
with an eerie② glow.

Nearby, at a huge industrial steelyard, Blackhawk 
helicopters dropped out of the sky and began 
circling, their powerful search beams lancing 
through the night sky. Other helicopters—Cobra 
gunships—hovered nearby, providing backup to 
the Blackhawks if they needed it.

On the ground below, the Hummers skidded 
to a stop and their passengers spilled out. One of 
the men checked a sensor unit, waited to conf irm 
a certain reading, and then signaled an okay to the 
rest of the group. The men all began pulling off 
their hazmat suits, revealing the military uniforms 
of both the United States and Great Britain.

In the cargo hold of one of the circling 
Blackhawks, Major William Lennox and Master 

① hazmat suit  防护服 ② eerie adj. 怪异的
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